SCONE GOLF COURSE
COURSE GUIDE
(New course - Opened May 2019)
Aberdeen St, Scone NSW, 2337
www.sconegolfclub.com.au
BLUE:
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RED:
YELLOW:

PAR 72;
PAR 72;
PAR 72;
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6044 Metres;
5792 Metres;
5103 Metres;
5013 Metres;

SLOPE: 128
SLOPE: 125
SLOPE: 125
SLOPE: 123

SCRATCH: 72
SCRATCH: 70
SCRATCH: 72
SCRATCH: 71

Scone Golf Course is a 9 hole layout with different tee boxes for the front and back nine
for the Blue / White courses and the Red / Yellow courses.
There are large tee signs with a Hole Diagram and Hole Distances at each tee area, and
also smaller individual hole signs on each tee.
There are distance markers on both sides of the fairway at 200m on Par 5’s, 150m and
100m measured to the centre of the green.
Note, re creek and gully references, playing conditions may differ as water comes and
goes relevant to the rainfall.
The practice facilities near the club and car park include two nets, a bunker, chipping
area and green, and a large practice green.
To access the course from the car park and practice facilities, head under the road. The
cart path leads to the green fee ticket machine for social fee payments and a starter’s
hut. Cards and playing information are located here. Continue along the path and over
the gully to access the 1st tee.

HOLE BY HOLE GUIDE:
Graphics kindly supplied by David Golf, as per the course signage.
www.davidgolf.com.au
Text by members Lyn and Ross Banks
Enjoy your game!

HOLE 1 PAR 4
BLUE 355M; WHITE 340M; R: 8
RED 318; YELLOW 313 R: 8
st
DESCRIPTION: The 1 tee is on the other side of the gully. This is a straight, tree lined par 4. There is a
dam which may come into play nearer the green for a wayward shot to the right. Longer hitters can
reach the dam from the tee. The green is a little elevated and slopes from back to front. Head off the
back of the green to the next tee.

HOLE 10 PAR 4
BLUE 377M; WHITE 370M; R: 5
RED 299M; YELLOW 294M; R: 11
DESCRIPTION: From the blue and white tees there is a gully in front. This hole is longer than the 1st by
22 metres. It is 19 metres shorter from the red tee which is on the left side.

HOLE 2 PAR 5
BLUE 451M; WHITE 436M; R: 16;
RED 367M; YELLOW 362M; R: 6
DESCRIPTION: This par 5 is a dogleg left with a creek crossing the fairway (penalty area)
approximately 90 metres from the green. There is a fairway bunker on the left hand side 214 metres
from the blue tee and 130 metres from the red tee. For those laying up with their second shot the
fairway slopes slightly down to the creek. The green is elevated, sloping slightly back to front.
(There is a toilet located to the left of the green which can be accessed after the 5 th hole also.)

HOLE 11 PAR 5
BLUE 467M; WHITE 452M; R: 13
RED 411M; YELLOW 406M; R: 7
DESCRIPTION: This time around the blue tee is 16 metres further back and the red tee has a
significant 44 metres of distance added. The Fairway bunker is 227 metres from blue tee and 170
metres from red tee.

HOLE 3 PAR 4
BLUE 358M; WHITE 343M; R: 2
RED 335M; YELLOW 330M; R: 6
DESCRIPTION: The men play tee shots over the close creek for this par 4. Ladies head over the bridge
to the tee. The dogleg right has two large gums on the right corner which need to be steered clear of
to enable a shot over the dam to the green. Big hitters may consider going over the trees to the
green but have to consider the “risk / reward” with this strategy. Shorter hitters will need to play a
second to the corner before a short shot into this raised green which is protected by water on the
right and a bunker on the left. Over the back is not the place to be. All motorised traffic MUST follow
the cart directional signs and proceed left around the trees to the back of the green. Give way to
players playing the 1st/10th hole. The next tee is behind the 3rd green.

HOLE 12 PAR 4
BLUE 387M; WHITE 372M; R: 1
RED 359M; YELLOW 354M; R: 5
DESCRIPTION: Again for the men the tee shot requires hitting over the creek and has an increase of
29 metres making it harder to reach the corner of the dogleg. The ladies tee is located over the
bridge on the left, with the hole 24 metres longer than the first time.

HOLE 4 PAR 3
BLUE 164M; WHITE 154M; R: 10
RED 133M; YELLOW 128M; R: 12
DESCRIPTION: This par 3 is a challenging hole as there is a diagonal running creek (penalty area) close
to the green. A leaning gum tree on the left short of the gully needs to be avoided. The second
largest green on the course awaits you. There is a bunker on the left. There is a large landing area to
the front right if players need to use it. There is a large gum to the right of the green. Use the bridge
on the left to cross the creek.

HOLE 13 PAR 3
BLUE 135M; WHITE 125M; R: 15
RED 109M; YELLOW 104M; R: 15
DESCRIPTION: This is an easier shot with a straighter line to the green and with 29 metres less length
than the first time around. The ladies also have an easier shot played from a tee on the right with it
being 24 metres shorter.

HOLE 5 PAR 4
BLUE 338M; WHITE 323M; R: 18
RED 273M; YELLOW 268M; R: 18
DESCRIPTION: The tee shot is played through large gums for the men. A dogleg left with a creek and
penalty area running along the right side of the fairway. The left rough is sparse with trees
developing. Again, an elevated, two tiered green awaits. A tree greenside left which may affect a
wayward shot.

HOLE 14 PAR 4
BLUE 326M; WHITE 311M; R: 17
RED 248M; YELLOW 243M; R: 17
DESCRIPTION: A slightly shorter hole by 12 metres for the men this time around. The ladies also get a
head start of 25 metres on this short par 4.

HOLE 6 PAR 4
BLUE 306M; WHITE 291M; R: 12
RED 237M; YELLOW 232M; R: 16
DESCRIPTION: This hole is in the newer open area of the course and is a slight dogleg right. A shallow
fairway bunker 201 metres from the blue tee on the right needs to be avoided. It is a reachable 135
metres from the red tee for the ladies. A penalty area runs along the left side of the fairway. As the
fairway dips down approaching the green there is a creek on the right and left of the dip. The
elevated green slopes from right to left with a tier and sits across the fairway with a bunker front
right. Shots which do not quite make the green can easily roll back into the bunker. The rear of the
green slopes away steeply.

HOLE 15 PAR 4
BLUE 332M; WHITE 317M; R: 11
RED 278M; YELLOW 273M; R: 13
DESCRIPTION: The blue tees are 26 metres further back. The red tees are also further back by 41
metres. Fairway bunker 225 metres from blue tee, and 175 metres from red tee.

HOLE 7 PAR 5
BLUE 503M; WHITE 488M; R: 6
RED 374M; YELLOW 369M; R: 4
DESCRIPTION: A dogleg right par 5 which will often play into the westerly wind. Again the men have a
tee shot over a close gully to start the hole off. A second creek crosses the fairway at approximately
130 metres out, with the fairway ending 5 metres before that. Those laying up should note that the
fairway slopes down slightly to the creek. A large gum on the right may also affect play at this point.
The fairway bends to the right requiring an approach from the left. The green is raised and framed by
gum trees on the right and rear.

HOLE 16 PAR 5
BLUE 487M; WHITE 472M; R: 9
RED 419M; YELLOW 414M; R: 1
DESCRIPTION: The tee for the men is further to the left this time around and the hole plays 16
metres shorter. The ladies have a significant increase of 45 metres making this par 5 over 400m.

HOLE 8 PAR 3
BLUE 153M; WHITE 138M; R: 14
RED 131M; YELLOW 126M; R: 14
DESCRIPTION: Head to the right to the tee for this par 3. This hole has the largest green on the course
and is protected by a large bunker on the right. The elevated green slopes from back to front. Head
off the back of the green past the dam to the next tee which is a good walk back towards the club.

HOLE 17 PAR 3
BLUE 172M; WHITE 157M; R: 7
RED 147M; YELLOW 142M; R: 9
DESCRIPTION: Head off the 16th to the back and left to find a completely different angle of shot to
this par 3. This requires a challenging shot from the blue tees which is 19 metres longer than the 8th.
The red tees are also 16 metres further back but offer a straight shot to the green.

HOLE 9 PAR 4
BLUE 363M; WHITE 348M; R: 4
RED 317M; YELLOW 312M; R: 10
DESCRIPTION: The tee shot from the blue markers is alongside a dam. The ladies head forward to the
left for their tee. A straight, tree lined par 4 with an elevated green which has a bunker on the left.
The green slopes from front to back. Head over the bridge and along the path to the next men’s tee
or across to the forward ladies tee box.

HOLE 18 PAR 4
BLUE 370M; WHITE 355M; R: 3
RED 348M; YELLOW 343M; R: 3
DESCRIPTION: A long finishing hole which is likely to be played into the wind. The men’s tee is on the
left offering a different tee shot from the 9th. A large overhanging gum tree on the left needs to be
avoided off the tee. The ladies tee is on the right alongside the dam and the hole is 31 metres longer
this time.

